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I. Introduction
In the textbook asset-pricing model, the price of a stock is the rational
expectation of future dividends discounted by a time-invariant required
return. That required return is higher for stocks that are riskier, in the
sense of being more exposed to aggregate market movements. Over the
past 4 decades, this approach has been challenged by two key findings.
First, the return on the aggregate stock market is predictably low following
periods of high valuations, as measured, for instance, by a high aggregate
price-to-dividend ratio (Campbell and Shiller 1988). This fact is inconsis-
tent with the assumed time invariance of required returns. Second, large
cross-sectional average-return differences are traceable to firm character-
istics, not to market exposure. For instance, high-market-to-book stocks
have lower average returns than low-market-to-book ones (Fama and French
1993). Ultimately, the key stock market puzzles concern excessive return
predictability, in both the time series and the cross section.
The conventional approach to these puzzles enriches the theory of re-

quired returns while maintaining rational expectations of future dividends.
In the time series, required returns are assumed to vary because of changes
in risk preference (e.g., Campbell and Cochrane 1999) or in long-run or
disaster risk (Rietz 1988; Bansal and Yaron 2004; Barro 2006). In the cross
section, required returns are assumed to vary because of exposure to
characteristics-based “risk factors” (Fama and French 1993). A challenge
for this approach is that investors should rationally expect low future re-
turns during a stock market boom. In survey expectations of returns, how-
ever, the opposite is the case (Greenwood and Shleifer 2014). A deeper
problem is that changes in risk preference and risk are hard to measure,
and cross-sectional risk factors remain a black box.
In this paper, we try to address these puzzles by pursuing an orthogonal

approach: keep required returns constant and relax rational expectations.
In this approach, return predictability arises from the eventual correction
of systematic pricing errors caused by nonrational beliefs. Using data on
analyst expectations of future earnings growth of listed firms, we empir-
ically characterize belief errors and connect them to realized returns. We
show that errors in expectations of aggregate long-term earnings growth,
LTG, offer a promising source of return predictability in both the time se-
ries and the cross section, helping to reconcile key anomalies.
In the first part of the paper, we study survey expectations and return

predictability in the time series. Section II shows that high expected aggre-
gate long-term earnings growth predicts sharply lower future aggregate
stock returns. The predictive power of LTG is robust to controlling for the
current price-dividend ratio and other prominent macroeconomic predic-
tors of returns. Expectations of short-term earnings growth, in contrast, do
not predict future returns.
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Section III studies the mechanism linking beliefs and return predictabil-
ity, documenting three facts. First, LTG overreacts: upward LTG revisions
predict future disappointment of growth forecasts. Second, such predicted
disappointment is associated with low returns. Third, this association ac-
counts for a large share of the link between the price-dividend ratio and
future returns. These findings point to a mechanism in which overreac-
tion to good news causes excess optimism and inflated stock prices. Going
forward, systematically disappointing aggregate earnings growth causes a
price reversal and hence low returns.
In section IV, we consider cross-sectional return differences. We ask

whether variation in the aggregate LTG, which captures systematic belief
biases, can also produce cross-sectional return comovement and average-
return spreads. We first revisit the return spread earned by stocks with low
LTG compared to that of stocks with high LTG (La Porta 1996). We find
that this spread varies systematically with aggregate LTG: current optimism
about aggregate fundamentals is followed by lower returns andmore dis-
appointing forecast errors for high-LTG stocks than for low-LTG ones.
This evidence is consistent with a mechanism in which high-LTG stocks
exhibit stronger overreaction to aggregate good news, perhaps because
these firms belong to the “hot” sector of the moment. Remarkably, we find
that a similar mechanism also sheds light on the well-known book-to-market,
profitability, and investment factors (Fama and French 1993). The short
arm in these factors disappoints more sharply, both in returns and in real-
ized earnings growth, after periods of high aggregate optimism, again mea-
sured with aggregate LTG.
Our evidence indicates that high aggregate LTG captures overvaluation of

the aggregate market and specific stocks, in the sense of having subsequent
low returns. In the language of standard finance, these are periods of low
risk aversion, when the price of the aggregate market, and particularly that
of risky firms, is elevated. One concern is that survey expectations spuri-
ously capture time-varying risk aversion. This could occur if analysts me-
chanically infer expectations of long-term growth by fitting stock prices.
Two findings, however, show that LTG is a genuine proxy for expectations.
First, the predictive power of LTG for returns is robust to controlling for
price ratios, which suggests that it is unlikely to just be inferred from these
ratios. Second, excess optimism in LTG reflects an overreaction to news:
both LTG revisions and subsequent errors are predictable from news about
fundamentals, even after stock returns are controlled for.
A few recent papers study stock market puzzles using measured expec-

tations.1 Bordalo et al. (2019) account for the La Porta (1996) LTG spread
1 De Bondt and Thaler (1985, 1990), Frankel and Lee (1998), Lee, Myers, and Swaminathan
(1999), Bacchetta, Mertens, and van Wincoop (2008), Bordalo et al. (2020a), and
d’Arienzo (2020) also use beliefs data to study asset prices; see also Barsky and De Long
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through belief overreaction, but they do not connect the spread in re-
turns and forecast errors to systematic belief biases. Using analysts’ fore-
casts of short-term earnings growth, De la O andMyers (2021) construct a
dividend discount index and show that it strongly correlates with the ag-
gregate price-to-earnings ratio. This exercise showcases the usefulness of
expectations data but does not shed light on return predictability: unlike
LTG, short-term expectations do not predict stock returns. Nagel and Xu
(2022) show that past aggregate dividend growth correlates negatively with
future aggregate returns and positively with earnings growth expectations.
However, they do not directly connect expectations to forecast errors and
returns and therefore do not show that return predictability is driven by
belief overreaction. In fact, the growth of past dividends might affect re-
quired returns through consumption, as in Campbell and Cochrane (1999).
Furthermore, to the extent that past dividend growth correlates with ex-
pectations, it does so only partially: beliefs and stock prices may overreact
to other news, such as the arrival of new technologies.
More broadly, we are the first to show that a parsimonious mechanism of

belief overreaction throws new light on both aggregate return predictability
and cross-sectional return differentials by characterizing the joint behavior
of returns and forecast errors.
Our work offers a new angle on macro volatility. In macroeconomics, de-

partures fromrational expectations typically take the formof rational inatten-
tion (Sims 2003; Woodford 2003; Gabaix 2019) or overconfidence (Kohlhas
and Walther 2021). These mechanisms generate rigidity in consensus be-
liefs and prices (Mankiw and Reis 2002). We document the importance of
the opposite phenomenon of belief overreaction. Compared to Bordalo
et al. (2020c), who find overreaction by individual professional forecasters,
wefindoverreaction in consensus expectations and connect it to excess stock
market volatility. Our analysis points to belief volatility as a source of macro-
financial volatility, in line with recent work in macroeconomics (Bordalo
et al. 2021; L’Huillier, Singh, and Yoo 2023; Bianchi, Ilut, and Saijo 2024).
II. Predictability of Aggregate Stock Returns:
Data and Basic Facts
We gather monthly data on analyst forecasts for firms in the S&P 500 in-
dex from the IBES (Institutional Brokers’ Estimate System) Unadjusted
US Summary Statistics file. We focus on median forecasts of a firm’s earn-
ings per share (EPSi,t) and long-term earnings growth (LTGi,t). IBES defines
(1993), Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam (1998), and Koijen and Van Nieu-
werburgh (2011). Cutler, Poterba, and Summers (1990), De Long et al. (1990b), Barberis
et al. (2015, 2018), and Adam, Marcet, and Beutel (2017) study price extrapolation, which
is also consistent with returns expectations data (Greenwood and Shleifer 2014; Giglio
et al. 2021).
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LTG as the “expected annual increase in operating earnings over the com-
pany’s next full business cycle. These forecasts refer to a period of between
three to five years.”2 Data coverage starts in 1976:3 for EPSi,t and in 1981:12
for LTGi,t. (Data on dividend forecasts start in 2002 and use shorter hori-
zons.) We fill in missing forecasts by linearly interpolating EPSi,t at hori-
zons ranging from 1 to 5 years (in 1-year increments). Beyond the second
fiscal year we assume that analysts expect EPSi,t to grow at the rate LTGi,t,
starting with the last nonmissing positive EPS forecast.
Analysts may distort their forecasts as a result of agency conflicts. As

shown in Bordalo et al. (2019), this is unlikely to affect the time-series vari-
ation in forecasts, which is key here. Furthermore, all brokerage houses typ-
ically cover S&P 500 firms, so investment-banking relationships and analyst
sentiment are unlikely to influence the decision to cover firms in the S&P
500.3 Our focus onmedian forecasts further alleviates these concerns, reduc-
ing the impact of outliers.
We aggregate the earnings forecasts of S&P 500 firms into an index of

aggregate beliefs. We multiply each forecast EPSi,t by the number of shares
outstanding in month t and sum these forecasts across all S&P 500 firms.
We then divide this aggregate earnings forecast by the total number of
shares in the S&P 500 index to obtain the expected earning per share
EPSt. (Log) earnings growth 1 or 2 years ahead is computed on the basis
of EPSt.4

We aggregate LTG forecasts by value-weighting firm-level forecasts:

LTGt 5 o
S

i51

LTGi,t

Pi,t � Qi,t

oS
i51Pi,t � Qi,t

,

where S is the number of firms in the S&P 500 index with IBES data on
LTGi,t, Pi,t is the stock price of firm i at time t, andQi,t is the number of shares
outstanding of firm i at time t.5
2 It is not obvious whether LTG captures g 5 ð~E½ð1 1 g1Þ:::ð1 1 gT ÞÞ1=T 2 1, or the aver-
age point estimate g 5 ðĝ1 1 ::: 1 ĝT Þ=T . We take the former interpretation, but the dis-
tinction is not key for studying return predictability.

3 For example, in December of 2018, 19 analysts followed the median S&P 500 firm,
while four analysts followed the median firm not in the S&P 500. Analysts are also less likely
to rate as “buy” firms in the S&P 500 index.

4 The number of shares in the index (what S&P refers to as the “divisor”) is the ratio of
the market capitalization of S&P 500 and that of the S&P 500 index. It is 100 in the base
year and is adjusted for shares outstanding, the index composition, and corporate actions.
We compute growth forecasts using aggregate earnings because many firm-level observa-
tions have zero or very low current earnings. We set an observation in a given month to
missing if the market cap of firms for which we have forecasts at a given horizon is less than
90% of the market cap of the index.

5 Nagel and Xu (2022) weigh LTGi,t using firm-level earnings forecasts. The correlation
between their index and our LTGt is 95.44%. Since stocks with high LTG often have neg-
ative earnings, our preferred measure is LTGt.
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Figure 1 plots 1-year-ahead and long-term expected earnings growth.
The latter (LTGt) is more persistent than expected short-term growth.
In particular, it does not exhibit short-run reversals, such as the expected
short-term growth peak in 2009. As we show below, the persistence of
LTGt is crucial, for it allows it to capture the low-frequency predictability
of returns.
De la O and Myers (2021, 2022) use measured expectations of 1-year-

ahead earnings growth to construct a discounted expected stock market
index. They show that this index is highly correlated with the actual
price-earnings ratio. One issue is whether the correlation arises because
expectations of earnings track current earnings or because they capture
stock price anomalies (Adam and Nagel 2022). From the viewpoint of
market efficiency, the key question is whether beliefs produce excessive
price variation and hence return predictability.
To address this issue, we regress future cumulative raw aggregate stock

returns over 1, 3, and 5 years on our three measures of expected earn-
ings growth: at 1 and 2 years and long-term. Table 1 reports the results.
We also run a horse race between the different expectations measures. In
this and other tests, we focus on raw returns, but the results are very similar
FIG. 1.—Expected short- and long-term growth in earnings (respectively, EO
t ½et11� 2 et

[dotted line] and LTGt [solid line], where et 5 log EPSt and EO
t represents measured expec-

tations). The scale for short-term earnings (EO
t ½et11� 2 et) is on the right. The sample period

is 1981:12–2020:12.
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if we use excess returns; see table B.1, in appendix B (apps. A–E, includ-
ing tables B.1–E.1, are available online).
High current expectations of long-term earnings growth strongly pre-

dict low future returns. The LTGt accounts for 25% of variation in real-
ized returns over the following 5 years.6 Expectations of short-term earn-
ings growth do not instead predict returns or have a very weak explanatory
power (1-year-ahead expectations account for only 3% of 5-years-ahead
return variation). To our knowledge, this is the first time-series evidence of
strong return predictability using measured expectations of fundamentals.
TABLE 1
Return Predictability and Expectations of Earnings Growth

rt11 o3
j51a

j21rt1j o5
j51a

j21rt1j

(1) (2) (3)

A. Returns and LTG (N 5 409)

LTGt 2.2389** 2.4019*** 2.4349***

(.0928) (.0944) (.0831)
Adjusted R 2 (%) 9 24 25

B. Returns and Growth Forecast for Year 1 (N 5 404)

EO
t ½et11� 2 et 2.0335 .0467 .1556***

(.1027) (.0716) (.0587)
Adjusted R 2 (%) 0 0 3

C. Returns and Growth Forecast for Year 2 (N 5 404)

EO
t ½et12� 2 et11 2.0527 .0408 .2113

(.0885) (.1556) (.1686)
Adjusted R2 (%) 0 0 6
6 It is well known that the o
using lagged stochastic regre
arises because errors in the r
LTGt. Following Kothari and
that we would estimate unde
OLS value in table 1. See app
which confirm those in table
for LTG (as compared to the
siduals of univariate regressio
and Shanken report that the
to annual returns is 20.80.
rdinary least squares
ssors, such as LTGt, m
egression for return
Shanken (1997), we u
r the null of no pred
. E for details of the m
1. Even a priori, the S
usual price-scaled va
ns of annual return
correlation between
(OLS) estimator in pre
ay be biased (Stambau
s may be correlated wi
se simulations to comp
ictability and bootstra
ethodology and table

tambaugh bias is unlik
riables). The correlati
s rt11 and LTGt11 on LT
shocks to book-to-mar
Note.—We examine the association between earnings growth forecasts and returns at
different horizons. The dependent variables are the (log) 1-year return in col. 1 and the
discounted value of the cumulative 3- and 5-year returns in cols. 2 and 3, respectively. Here,
a 5 1=ð1 1 edpÞ, where dp is the average price-dividend ratio in our sample (a 5 0:9779).
The independent variables are the forecast for earnings growth: (a) in the long run, LTGt;
(b) 1 year ahead, EO

t ½et11 2 et �; and (c) between years t 1 1 and t 1 2, EO
t ½et12 2 et11�. All vari-

ables are standardized, and intercepts are not shown. The sample period is 1981:12–2015:12.
We adjust standard errors for serial correlationusing theNewey-West (1987) correction (number
of lags ranges from 12 in the first column to 60 in the last one).

** Significant at the 5% level.
*** Significant at the 1% level.
dictive regressions
gh 1999). The bias
th future values of
ute the coefficient
p a p-value for the
E.1 for the results,
ely to be important
on between the re-
Gt is 0.07. Kothari
ket ratio and those
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The lack of predictive power of short-term growth expectations suggests
that this proxy likely captures earnings variation rather than mispricing.7

We next assess two questions. First, does the predictive power of LTG
actually reflect nonrational market beliefs? Second, how does it compare to
stock return predictors studied in previous work? As a first step, figure 2
graphs LTG and the price-dividend ratio together with realized stock re-
turns in the coming 5 years.
The LTG and the price-dividend ratio are positively correlated, as one

would expect if current stock prices, pt 2 dt , are determined in part by ex-
pectations of long-term earnings growth, LTGt. In the internet bubble
of 1999–2000, both LTG and the price-dividend ratio were very high, com-
pared to historical values, followed by disappointing stock returns, consistent
with stock prices reflecting excessively optimistic expectations of long-term
earnings growth. In the financial crisis of 2008, both LTG and the price-
dividend ratio fell sharply, followed by high stock returns, consistent with
stock prices after the crash reflecting excessive pessimism about future eco-
nomic performance. Movements in LTG orthogonal to movements in the
price-dividend ratio allow us to assess whether LTG contains independent
FIG. 2.—Standardized values of expected long-term growth in earnings, 5-year return,
and price-dividend ratio (respectively, LTGt [solid line], o5

j51a
j21rt1j [dotted line], and pt 2 dt

[dashed line]). The sample period is 1981:12–2015:12.
7 De la O andMyers (2022) show that short-term earnings expectations predict returns at
a very long (10-year) horizon, consistent with table 1, panel B. However, this relationship
disappears once we control for LTG (see also table 2).
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information useful to predict future returns. This can also help address the
concern that LTGt spuriously reflects time-varying required returns, which
could happen if analysts estimate LTGt by fitting the growth rate that jus-
tifies the current stock price while erroneously assuming that required re-
turns are constant.
Table 2, panel A, performs several tests by controlling in the predic-

tive regressions of table 1 for price variables and for proxies of required
TABLE 2
Return Predictability, Expectations, and Measures of Required Returns

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A. LTG and Proxies for Time-Varying Returns

LTGt 2.2350** 2.4675*** 2.4522*** 2.5569*** 2.3946*** 2.4881***

(.1162) (.1081) (.1033) (.1179) (.1016) (.1036)
Xt 2.5826*** 2.1803 2.1387 .1894 .3852** .1001

(.1397) (.1662) (.1035) (.1766) (.1782) (.0851)
Observations 409 409 409 137 193 404
Adjusted R2 (%) 52 28 27 28 47 26
Adjusted R 2 Xt (%) 48 7 9 0 19 3
Xt pt 2 dt pt 2 et spct cayt SVIX2

t EO
t ½et11� 2 et

B. LTG and Other Predictors of Stock Returns

LTGt 2.4345*** 2.4682*** 2.4761*** 2.7542*** 2.5052*** 2.3450***

(.1031) (.1217) (.1198) (.2648) (.1002) (.0483)
Xt .1672 .1945 .2297 2.2800 .3848*** 2.6142***

(.1365) (.1994) (.1875) (.2708) (.1346) (.1177)
Observations 409 409 372 134 409 137
Adjusted R 2 (%) 27 29 37 27 40 59
Adjusted R 2 Xt (%) 12 8 15 10 15 48
Xt Term

Spreadt

Credit
Spreadt

Uncertainty
Indext

Kelly-Pruitt
MRPt EO

t ½pt11� Δdt
Note.—The dependent variable is the discounted value of the cumulative return between
years t and t 1 5. All regressions include the forecast for earnings growth in the long-run LTGt.
In panel A, the additional independent variables are (a) the price-dividend ratio, pt2 dt, in col. 1,
(b) the price-earnings ratio, pt 2 et, in col. 2, (c) the Campbell and Cochrane (1999) surplus-
consumption ratio, spct, in col. 3, (d) the Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) consumption-wealth
ratio, cayt, in col. 4, (e) the Martin (2017) expected 1-year return on the market, SVIX2

t , in
col. 5, and (f) the forecast for 1 year ahead, EO

t ½et11� 2 et , in col. 6. In panel B, the additional
independent variables are (a) the term spread, defined as the log difference between the gross
yield of 10- and 1-year US government bonds from the St. Louis Fed in col. 1, (b) the credit
spread, defined as the log difference between the gross yields of BAA and AAA bonds from
the St. Louis Fed in col. 2, (c) the Baker, Bloom, and Davis (2016) economic policy uncer-
tainty index in col. 3, (d) the Kelly and Pruitt (2013) optimal forecast of aggregate equity
market returns (MRP 5 main return prediction) in col. 4, (e) the forecast for CPI inflation
in year t 1 1 by the Survey of Professional Forecasters, EO

t ½pt11�, in col. 5, and (f) the Nagel
andXu (2022) experienced dividend growth, Δdt, in col. 6. The adjusted R 2 Xt is the adjusted
R 2 value from a univariate regression of 5-year returns on Xt. The sample period is 1981:12–
2015:12. Data are quarterly in col. 4 of panel A and cols. 4 and 6 of panel B and monthly
elsewhere. All variables are standardized, and intercepts are not shown. We adjust standard er-
rors for serial correlation using the Newey-West (1987) correction (with 60 lags).

** Significant at the 5% level.
*** Significant at the 1% level.
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returns. Columns 1 and 2 assess the predictive power of LTGt, control-
ling for the current price-dividend and price-earnings ratios, respectively.
If LTGt is reverse engineered from stock prices, these controls should
eliminate its explanatory power. If instead LTGt retains some explanatory
power, it must be because it captures market expectations about long-
term fundamentals (with price ratios instead capturing the independent
role of expectations at other horizons as well as, perhaps, variation in re-
quired returns). Note that these are challenging tests: prices incorporate
market expectations, while LTGt is a noisy proxy for them. This means
that even if all price variation was due to expectations, as opposed to re-
quired returns, controlling for market prices may overshadow the pre-
dictive power of LTGt.
To further assess the ability of LTGt to capture beliefs, columns 3–5 con-

trol for the three leading proxies of time-varying required returns: surplus
consumption (spc; Campbell and Cochrane 1999), the consumption-wealth
ratio (cay; Lettau and Ludvigson 2001), and SVIX2 (Martin 2017). The first
proxies for fluctuations of marginal utility in habit formation models, the
second for required returns in a large class of rational-expectations mod-
els, and the third for the required return of a rational log utility investor
fully invested in the market.
Columns 1–5 in panel A show that LTGt is unlikely to proxy for re-

quired returns. Its explanatory power is robust to controlling for prices
(cols. 1 and 2). This finding rules out the possibility that LTG is inferred
from prices themselves and indicates that the price-dividend ratio pre-
dicts returns at least in part because it captures market expectations. Com-
pared to predicting returns using only the price-dividend ratio, LTG adds
modest explanatory power in terms of adjusted R 2, but this is expected:
the two variables are conceptually highly correlated under the interpre-
tation that beliefs about long-term earnings determinemarket prices (to-
gether with beliefs at different horizons). One question is whether one
can assess the extent to which nonrational beliefs account for the price-
dividend ratio’s predictive power. In section III, we offer a test of this hy-
pothesis based on our theory.
The explanatory power of LTGt is also robust to controlling for proxies

of time-varying required returns (cols. 3–5). The coefficient on LTGt is
fairly stable between 20.4 and 20.5 and highly statistically significant. The
spc and cay proxies are themselves insignificant and do not add explanatory
power. The index SVIX2 adds explanatory power, but in a way orthogonal to
LTGt: the R2 of SVIX2 alone is 19%. Overall, then, columns 1–5 in panel A
validate LTGt as a measure of beliefs and confirm its high predictive power
for returns. In the case of these model-based proxies for risk, LTG adds
substantial explanatory power. These model-based proxies are themselves
dependent on stock prices, but their limited predictive role compared to
that of LTG suggests that beliefs play a significant role.
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In panel B of table 2, we compare the explanatory power of LTGt to
that of determinants or predictors of stock prices/returns from previous
work. In panel A, column 6, we control for short-term earnings growth
expectations. The predictive power of LTGt is robust to introducing this
control, which is itself insignificant, consistent with table 1. In panel B,
columns 1–4, we control for well-established macroeconomic predictors
of stock returns: the term spread, the credit spread, Bloom’s uncertainty
index, and the Kelly-Pruitt factor (Kelly and Pruitt 2013). None of these
predictors is statistically significant once we control for LTGt, and the gain
in R 2 compared to table 1 is modest. Adding LTG as a predictor signifi-
cantly increases explanatory power for future returns, compared to using
these variables alone.
Finally, we consider the role of expected long-term inflation and past

dividend growth. De la O and Myers (2022) view expected long-term in-
flation as a determinant of beliefs about real fundamentals: excessively
high (low) expected inflation should be associated with excess pessimism
(optimism) about future earnings, predicting high (low) future returns.
In column 5 of panel B, the predictive power of LTGt is shown to be robust
to controlling for expected long-term inflation, confirming that it captures
significant variation in real expected fundamentals.8

We control for past dividend growth on the basis of Nagel and Xu (2022),
who see it as causing excess optimism about future dividend growth, in
turn leading to low future returns. Column 6 of panel B show that LTGt

is robust to this control as well. This evidence strengthens the link be-
tween beliefs and return predictability: past dividend growth may af-
fect returns by also changing preferences and hence discount rates. In
addition, even if past dividends affect only expectations, the predictive
power of LTGt shows that beliefs do not reflect just past performance
but also news about the future (Daniel and Titman 2006). This resonates
8 On the basis of the predictive role of long-term inflation expectations, De La O and
Myers (2022) argue that expectations about real short-term earnings growth is what pre-
dicts returns, not LTG. This conclusion is flawed for three reasons. First, the predictive role
of long-term inflation expectations may be spurious, for it reflects the high inflation of the
1970s, which was followed by low inflation and high stock returns in the 1980s. Second,
their analysis does not address the basic fact that the predictive power of short-term earn-
ings growth expectations for returns is weak (table 1, panel B) and disappears when one
controls for LTGt (table 2, panel A, col. 6). On a related note, short-term inflation expectations
would seem to bemore relevant than long-term ones for their emphasis on short-term real earn-
ings growth. Third, they propose a test that is sufficient but not necessary for return predictabil-
ity and use the wrong definition of LTGt as growth between years 3 and 5. When the correct
definition of cumulative growth over the next 3–5 years is used, LTGt passes the test. Spe-
cifically, future LTGt errors, both actual and predicted using the model in table 4, are nega-
tively correlated with the current price-dividend ratio, Covðpt 2 dt , Δet,t15=5 2 LTGtÞ 5
20:2681 (p 5 :077) and Covðpt 2 dt ,dΔet,t15=5 2 LTGtÞ 5 20:3915 (p 5 :055). Section III
performs a more systematic “horse race” to assess the extent to which the predictive power
of pt 2 dt for returns is due to predictable LTGt reversals.
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with Kindleberger’s (1978) idea that new technologies help inflate asset
bubbles.9

If LTGt predicts returns, what determines its evolution? An analysis
of this issue also provides useful input into the rest of our study. Table 3
reports, in column 1, the regression of the 1-year revision ΔLTGt on lagged
beliefs, LTGt21, and on earnings surprises relative to cyclically adjusted
earnings, et 2 caet25. The coefficient on LTGt21 provides information on
the persistence of beliefs and that on et 2 caet25 information on whether
beliefs respond to sustained earnings growth (which is more relevant to
assessing long-term fundamentals than temporary growth episodes). Of
course, because LTGt may also be updated on the basis of news about the
TABLE 3
Determinants of LTG Revisions

Dependent Variable: ΔLTGt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

LTGt21 2.4349*** 2.4624*** 2.5451*** 2.4393*** 2.3232*** 2.3338**

(.1616) (.1090) (.1489) (.1429) (.1187) (.1510)
et 2 caet25 .3938*** .3006*** .3409*** .3274*** .3883*** .4663***

(.0827) (.0561) (.0570) (.0770) (.0889) (.1173)
rt21 .0572

(.1023)
EO
t ½rt11� .0858

(.0959)
Xt .2828*** .2291*** 2.0928 .1459

(.0945) (.0655) (.1214) (.1754)
Observations 457 76 457 457 148 193
Adjusted R 2 (%) 31 38 37 36 31 52
Xt pt 2 dt spct cayt SVIX2

t

9 The results of table 2 h
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Note.—We study the association between 1-year changes in the forecast for growth in
earnings in the long run and predictors of returns (empirical and theoretical). The depen-
dent variable is the change in the forecast for growth in earnings in the long-run LTGt be-
tween years t and t 2 1, ΔLTGt. The independent variables are (a) the 1-year lagged value
of LTGt, (b) the log of earnings for the S&P 500 in year t relative to cyclically adjusted earn-
ings in year t 2 5, et 2 caet25, (c) the (log) return on the S&P 500 between years t 2 1 and t,
rt21, (d) the forecast for the S&P 500’s 1-year return from the Graham and Harvey survey,
EO
t ½rt11�, (e) the price-dividend ratio, pt 2 dt, in col. 3, (f) the Campbell and Cochrane (1999)

surplus-consumption ratio, spct, in col. 4, (g) the Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) consumption-
wealth ratio, cayt, in col. 5, and (h) the Martin (2017) expected return on the market,
SVIX2, in col. 6. Data are monthly (quarterly) in cols. 1, 3, 4, and 6 (2 and 5). All variables
are standardized, and intercepts are not shown. The sample period is 1981:12–2020:12.
Newey-West (1987) standard errors are shown in parentheses (with 12 lags).
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*** Significant at the 1% level.
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future, we should not expect past fundamentals to account for 100% of
its revisions.
Column 2 presents an additional test that LTGt is not mechanically set

to fit market prices or required returns by controlling for stock returns
in the past year and for 1-year-ahead expected return from the CFO Sur-
vey (chief financial officers; https://www.richmondfed.org/cfosurvey). In
columns 3–6, we control for the price-dividend ratio and the proxies for
discount rates we used in table 2. If market prices move with news about
future fundamentals, LTGt revisions will correlate with contemporaneous
returns as well as with price ratios. A key aspect of this exercise is to check
whether theory-based drivers of expectations, such as recent growth in fun-
damentals, predict revisions even after prices are controlled for.
In column 1, the coefficient on LTGt21 is negative and less than 1 inmag-

nitude, showing that LTGt is quite persistent but tends to mean-revert. The
positive coefficient on et 2 caet25 further suggests that LTGt is revised up-
ward after periods of sustained earnings growth. These two forces alone ac-
count for roughly one-third of the variation in LTG revisions.
None of these conclusions change materially when we control for past

andexpected returns, theprice-dividend ratio, and the required returnprox-
ies. The evidence confirms that the change in LTGt reflects genuine belief
revisions about future fundamentals. Two out of four controls are insignif-
icant, and they mostly only marginally improve explanatory power.10

Overall, we have shown that LTGt strongly predicts future aggregate
stock returns and that it offers a good proxy for market expectations of
long-term fundamentals. How are beliefs, as measured by LTGt, and returns
connected? We study this question next.
III. Expectations and Stock Returns
Following Campbell and Shiller (1987, 1988), the log return rt11 obtained
by holding the stock market between t and t 1 1 can be approximated as

rt11 5 apt11 1 1 2 að Þdt11 2 pt 1 k, (1)

where pt is log stock price at t and dt11 is the log dividend at t 1 1, while
k > 0 and a ∈ ð0, 1Þ are constants. Iterating equation (1) forward and im-
posing the transversality condition, we obtain

pt 2 dt 5
k

1 2 a
1o

s≥0
asgt111s 2o

s≥0
asrt111s, (2)

where gt1s11 ; dt1s11 2 dt1s is dividend growthbetween t 1 s and t 1 s 1 1.
10 Table B.4, in app. B, shows that the results are robust to controlling for further mea-
sures of required returns, as well as for lagged 5-year returns (as a proxy for expectations of
returns; Greenwood and Shleifer 2014).

https://www.richmondfed.org/cfosurvey
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The average firm in the economy, which we call “the market,” has div-
idend growth

gt11 5 mgt 1 vt11, (3)

where vt11 is an independently and identically distributed Gaussian shock
withmean zero and variance j2

v andm ∈ ½0, 1�. InBordalo et al. (2020b), we
showed that our key results hold under a general covariance stationary
process. The shock vt11 captures tangible news arriving at t 1 1, such as
earnings news, proxied, for instance, by the measure et 2 caet25, but it can
also capture intangible news learned at t but affecting future earnings, such
as the introduction of a new technology. We write vt11 5 tt11 1 ht , where
tt11 is tangible news, ht is intangible news, and the variance of vt11 reflects
the two components, j2

v 5 j2
t 1 j2

h. By using expectations data, we can cap-
ture both tangible and intangible news. Table 2 shows that intangible news
is important: expectations data have considerable explanatory power, even
when past fundamentals are controlled for.11

In equation (2), the variation in the current price-dividend ratio is due to
expected variation in future dividend growth (captured by the gt111s terms),
required returns (captured by the rt111s terms), or both. Rational-expectations
theories of return predictability rely only on the second source of variation.
In these theories, expectations of fundamentals Etðgt1s11Þ are formed by
optimally using equation (3), while rational expectations of future returns
Etðrt1s11Þ are also formed using the true model of required returns (which
we do not need to specify). Under rational expectations, the realized stock
return between t and t 1 1 is then given by

rt11 5 Et rt11ð Þ 1o
s≥0
as Et11 2 Etð Þ gt111sð Þ 2o

s≥1
as Et11 2 Etð Þ rt111sð Þ, (4)

so that realized returns are driven by three components: the required re-
turn between t and t 1 1, Etðrt11Þ; rational belief revisions about future
dividends, ðEt11 2 EtÞðgt111sÞ; and rational belief revisions about future
returns, ðEt11 2 EtÞðrt111sÞ. Because rational belief revisions reflect news
arriving at t 1 1, they are unpredictable at time t. As a result, under ratio-
nal expectations return predictability is due only to variation in Etðrt11Þ.
In our approach to predictability, in contrast, required and hence ex-

pected returns are constant at r, but beliefs about future fundamentals
are formed using a distorted operator ~Etðgt111sÞ, not by optimal forecasts
using equation (3). Here, realized returns are given by
11 We perform a systematic analysis of tangible (i.e., measured in terms of fundamentals)
vs. intangible news in app. D. We find that the predictive power of past fundamentals is typ-
ically economically smaller and statistically less significant than that of measured beliefs,
suggesting an important role for intangible news.
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rt11 5 r 1o
s≥0
as ~Et11 2 ~Et

� �
gt111sð Þ: (5)

Critically, the belief revision ð~Et11 2 ~EtÞðgt111sÞ occurring at t 1 1 is no
longer pure “news.” It is also shaped by systematic belief distortions pre-
vailing at t. These distortions, embedded in the time-t forecast ~Etðgt111sÞ,
are the source of return predictability in our approach.12

To characterize the predictions from equation (5), we lay out a reduced-
form model of beliefs that nests the leading departures from rationality
studied in macroeconomics and finance: overreaction to news, as in mod-
els of diagnostic expectations (Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer 2018; Bor-
dalo et al. 2019) but also as in earlier models (e.g., Barberis, Shleifer, and
Vishny 1998), and underreaction to news, as in models of rational or non-
rational inattention (Sims 2003; Huang and Liu 2007; Gabaix 2012; Bou-
chaud et al. 2019). The model highlights the distinctive predictions of
these theories with respect to the forecast errors and their link to return
predictability.
A. Nonrational Beliefs and Their Empirical Predictions
We model departures from rationality as a time-varying distortion et whose
impact on beliefs decays with the forecast horizon according to the true
persistence m of fundamentals:

~Et gt1sð Þ 5 Et gt1sð Þ 1 ms21et , (6)

where s ≥ 1 and Etðgt1sÞ 5 ms21ðmgt 1 htÞ is the rational forecast based on
equation (3).
The distortion et follows an AR(1) process, et 5 ret21 1 ut , where r ∈

½0, 1� and ut is an expectations shock. Parameter r captures the observed
persistence in LTGt. We impose r < m to reproduce one key fact in ta-
ble 3: the negative correlation between LTGt revisions and lagged forecast
LTGt21; that is, Covð~Et11ðgt1sÞ 2 ~Etðgt1sÞ, ~Etðgt1sÞÞ < 0. This implies that ex-
cess optimism or pessimism gradually yet systematically revert over time.
The over- versus underreaction in beliefs is incorporated into the ex-

pectations shock ut. We assume that ut is proportional to news, captured
by the rational belief revision at t. Formally, ut 5 vðmtt 1 htÞ. If v 5 0, ex-
pectations are rational. If v > 0, investors overreact, exaggerating the im-
pact of news on expectations. If v < 0, investors underreact, dampening
the effect of news on expectations. We assume that v > 21, which ensures
that good news is not viewed as bad and vice versa. Appendix A shows that,
12 For simplicity, we abstract from the theoretical possibility that expectations of returns
exhibit predictable revisions. While this assumption allows us to focus on the role of mea-
sured expectations of fundamentals, future work may enrich eq. (5) by adding predictable
return variation (e.g., via price extrapolation).
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for v > 0, equation (6) is a special case of the diagnostic-expectations model
(Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer 2018).13

Equations (5) and (6) yield our two empirical tests, one on the predict-
ability of forecast errors and the other on predictability of returns from
predictable forecast errors. The first test detects whether beliefs over- or
underreact (v≶ 0) by using the predictability of future forecast errors based
on current expectations revisions.
Proposition 1. Under equation (6), the forecast error predictability

regression,

gt1s 2 ~Et gt1sð Þ 5 b0 1 b1
~Et gt1sð Þ 2 ~Et21 gt1sð Þ� �

1 b2
~Et21 gt1sð Þ 1 zt1s, (7)

has b1 < 0 if and only if beliefs overreact to news, v > 0. In addition, v > 0
implies that b2 < 0.
Consistent with Bordalo et al. (2020c), who build on Coibion and Goro-

dnichenko (2015), a negative association b1 < 0 between the current fore-
cast revision ~Etðgt1sÞ 2 ~Et21ðgt1sÞ and the future forecast error gt1s 2 ~Etðgt1sÞ
is indicative of overreaction to current news. After good news (i.e., a posi-
tive revision), beliefs become too optimistic, predicting future disappoint-
ment (i.e., a negative error). Underreaction entails the opposite association.
Proposition 1 also says that if beliefs overreact, then the lagged forecast
~Et21ðgt1sÞ also negatively predicts forecast errors. Indeed, the belief dis-
tortion et is persistent, so high lagged forecasts incorporate overreaction
to past news, which also predicts future disappointment.
Our second, and key, test links systematic forecast errors in earnings

growth to return predictability. It is obtained from equations (3), (5),
and (6).
Proposition 2. The realized return at t 1 1 is given by

rt11 5 r 1
1 2 ar

1 2 am

� �
Et gt11 2 ~Et gt11ð Þ� �

1 qt11, (8)

where qt11 5 ½ð1 1 avÞ=ð1 2 amÞ�tt11 1 a½ð1 1 vÞ=ð1 2 amÞ�ht11 is a com-
bination of tangible and intangible news.
The realized return depends on news arriving at t 1 1, captured by qt11,

but also on the t 1 1 forecast error predictable using information avail-
able at t. This positive association between future returns and predictable
forecast errors connects our two tests.
Prediction 1. The LTGt overreacts, v > 0, if and only if forecast er-

rors in earnings growth and future stock returns are both negatively pre-
dicted by the current LTGt revision. If v > 0, then lagged LTGt also nega-
tively predicts both forecast errors and returns.
13 Our model rules out nonfundamental noise (Black 1986; De Long et al. 1990a). It can
be easily introduced in the analysis to capture an extreme form of overreaction, in which
beliefs react to wholly irrelevant factors.
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If upward LTG revisions and high lagged LTG predict stronger disap-
pointment of earnings growth expectations (i.e., more negative forecast
errors), then beliefs overreact. In our theory, then, upward LTG revisions
and high lagged LTG additionally imply a currently inflated stock market,
in turn predicting lower future stock returns. Using expectations data, we
can now test for this joint predictability of forecast errors and returns.
B. Predictability of Aggregate Stock Returns
Table 4 tests prediction 1, combining propositions 1 and 2. Column 1 tests
equation (7) from proposition 1: it predicts the forecast error in the 5-years-
ahead earnings growth using the 1-year LTGt revision and the lagged fore-
cast, LTGt21. Column 2 uses the same explanatory variables to predict
5-years-ahead returns. Column 3 performs an instrumental variable strat-
egy testing equation (8) from proposition 2: in the first stage, we predict
forecast errors using the model in column 1; in the second stage, we use
TABLE 4
Predictability of Forecast Errors and Returns (N 5 397)

Δ5ei,t15/5 2 LTGi,t o5
j51a

j21ri,t1j o5
j51a

j21ri,t1j o5
j51a

j21ri,t1j

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ΔLTGt 2.8407*** 2.6403***

(.1528) (.0766)
LTGt21 2.2157 2.5252***

(.1374) (.0870)dΔ5et15=5 2 LTGt .8460*** .3853***

(.2474) (.1200)
pt 2 dt 2.6377***

(.1786)
Adjusted R 2 (%) 25 31 48
Montiel-Pflueger F -statistic 10.97
Instrument LTGt21, ΔLTGt
Note.—This table links aggregate forecast errors and market returns. We report regres-
sions using as dependent variable the error in forecasting 5-year growth in aggregate earn-
ings in col. 1 and the discounted value of the cumulative market return between years t
and t 1 5 in cols. 2–4. Five-year cumulative market returns (o5

j51a
j21ri,t1j) are computed

with monthly data and run from t 1 1=12 through t 1 60=12. We define the forecast error
as the difference between (a) the annual growth in earnings per share between years t and
t 1 5, Δ5et15=5, and (b) the expected long-term growth in earnings, LTGt. The independent
variables are the 1-year change in LTGt, ΔLTGt; the lagged expected long-term growth in earn-
ings, LTGt21; and thepredicted forecast error,dΔ5et15=5 2 LTGt .We assume that earnings are
reported with a 3-month lag (i.e., we define et as earnings for the calendar period t 2 1/4).
We report OLS estimates in cols. 1 and 2 and second-stage instrumental variable (IV) results
in col. 3. The IVs are ΔLTGt and LTGt21. In col. 4, we combine the predicted forecast error
from col. 1 with the price-dividend ratio, pt2 dt. Except forΔLTGt, all variables are standard-
ized. Intercepts are not shown. The sample period is 1982:12–2015:12. Newey-West (1987)
standard errors are in parentheses (with 60 lags).

*** Significant at the 1% level.
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the fitted forecast errors to predict returns. In column 4, we perform a
robustness test: we add the current price-dividend ratio as a regressor.
Column 1 shows that beliefs overreact, v > 0. Upward LTGt revisions pre-

dict future disappointment, suggesting that beliefs become too optimistic
when good news arrives. This confirms, at the level of the S&P 500 index,
the results of Bordalo et al. (2019) at the level of stock portfolios. Here
we find overreaction at the consensus level (remember that we are using
the median LTG forecast). This is a strong result: information frictions can
bias consensus error predictability tests in favor of underreaction even if
individual forecasters overreact (Woodford 2003; Bordalo et al. 2020c).
A higher lagged forecast LTGt21 also predicts lower forecast error. This
association is not significant at conventional levels, but our other results
show statistical significance for LTGt21.14

Column 2 connects belief overreaction to return predictability. Upward
LTGt revisions and higher lagged forecast LTGt21 predict sharply lower fu-
ture stock returns, consistent with ourmechanism.Overreaction to current
news causes excessive upward LTGt revisions, high et, and hence an exces-
sive stock market boom at t. This is followed by belief disappointment, a
downward price correction, and hence low returns rt11. Higher lagged fore-
cast LTGt21 also predicts low future returns for the same reason.
Column 3 links predictable forecast errors to future returns. Consistent

with equation (8), periods of excess pessimism in which future forecast
errors are systematically high (growth is above expectations) are, on aver-
age, followed by high stock returns. Conversely, periods of excess opti-
mism in which future forecast errors are systematically low (growth is be-
low expectations) are, on average, followed by low returns. Column 4 shows
that, as in table 2, this holds even after the price-dividend ratio is controlled
for, confirming that the link between forecast errors and returns is un-
likely to be due to reverse-engineering LTG from stock prices. In this ex-
ercise, LTGt proxies for beliefs at a specific horizon, while pt 2 dt captures
beliefs at other horizons (which may be affected by independent factors)
and required return variation.
Quantitatively, the effects are sizable. In column2, a 1–standarddeviation–

higher revisionΔLTGt (equal to 0.62) is associatedwith a roughly 0.4–stan-
dard deviations–lower future return, and a 1–standard deviation–higher
lagged forecast LTGt21 (equal to 1) is associatedwith a roughly 0.5–standard
deviations–lower future return. These effects imply reductions in 5-year
log returns of 0.13 and 0.17, respectively. Since the average monthly log
14 One may worry that measurement error in LTGt may create a spurious negative cor-
relation between forecast errors and ΔLTGt. However, (i) forecast errors are predictable
from LTG revisions instrumented by past growth in fundamentals (table B.6, in app. B),
and (ii) revisions of LTGt negatively predict returns, consistent with overreaction (table 4,
col. 2). Table B.5 shows that the results in table 4 follow through at the 3-year horizon.
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return is 0.007, this corresponds to losing 19–25 months’ worth of returns
over 5 years.
The explanatory power of expectations is also high in terms of R 2: the

model in column 2 accounts for 31% of return variation at a 5-year hori-
zon. The explanatory power of expectations is much higher than that of
past fundamentals. Our measure of earnings growth in the past 5 years,
et 2 caet25, negatively predicts returns, but with an R 2 of only 13%.
Do beliefs about long-term growth help account for the predictive power

of the price-dividend ratio? We address this question using the exact re-
lationship between returns and news in equations (4) and (5). Under
rational expectations (eq. [4]), pt 2 dt predicts future returns by acting
as an inverse measure of the required return Etðrt11Þ. In this case, pt 2 dt

is orthogonal to proxies for the news affecting rt11. Under belief over-
reaction and constant required returns (eq. [5]), in contrast, high pt 2 dt

signals excess optimism. Thus, it predicts low returns by predicting neg-
ative future “news,” as measured by systematic negative expectations re-
visions, ð~Et1k 2 ~EtÞðgt111sÞ < 0. A key implication follows: under rational
expectations, the explanatory power of pt 2 dt is unaffected if future re-
turns rt11 are purified from expectation revisions at t 1 1. Under belief
overreaction, in contrast, the explanatory power of pt 2 dt is reduced, be-
cause part of the expectation revisions in t 1 1 captures systematic rever-
sal of overreaction at t.
We test this implication using a two-stage test. In the first stage, we

regress realized returns rt1k at the 1-, 3-, and 5-year horizons, k 5 1, 3, 5,
on the LTGt news occurring at the same horizon. We proxy news by the
1-year LTG revisions and by the LTG forecast errors occurring between
t 1 1 and t 1 k. The return residuals ~rt1k from this regression purify the
return rt1k from variation due to future LTG news. In the second stage,
we use pt 2 dt to predict residuals ~rt1k . Under rationality, the coefficient
on pt 2 dt should not change when predicting raw returns or residuals.
Under overreaction, the coefficient’s magnitude should be smaller in the
latter case.
Table 5 reports the results of this exercise. For brevity, we report only

the second-stage result (the first stage is in table B.7, in app. B, and shows,
intuitively, that better news entail higher returns). Columns 1, 3, and
5 report the coefficients from regressing raw returns rt1k on pt 2 dt . Col-
umns 2, 4, and 6 report the coefficients for residualized returns ~rt1k .
Overreaction in the expectations of long-term growth, reflected in sys-

tematic LTGrevisions and forecast errors, accounts for a large chunkof the
price-dividend ratio’s predictive power at medium- to long-term horizons.
At the 1-year horizon, LTG matters little, in the sense that the estimated
coefficient in column 1 is indistinguishable from that in column 2. At
the 3- and 5-year horizons, in contrast, the effect is dramatic: after returns
that are due to LTG news are removed, the magnitude of the estimated
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coefficient for pt 2 dt drops by factors of 2.5 at the 3-year horizon and
more than 5 at the 5-year horizon.15 This evidence suggests that the bulk
of the price-dividend ratio’s predictive power is due to its ability to capture
nonrational beliefs, in particular systematic reversals of overreaction, as
proxied by LTG news.
C. Predictability of Firm-Level Stock Returns
The results in table 4 might be influenced by a few outlier episodes, such
as the internet bubble. To address this concern we test prediction 1 at
the firm level, controlling for all common shocks (including shocks to re-
quired returns) by using time dummies. We can also include firm fixed
effects, which control for constant differences in average returns across
firms.
Table 6 shows the results. Column 1 predicts forecast errors for a firm’s

5-years-ahead earnings growth, using the 1-year changes in a firm’s fore-
cast ΔLTGi,t and the lagged forecast LTGi,t21. Column 2 uses the same
TABLE 5
Predictability from the Price-Dividend Ratio (N 5 361)

rt11 o3
j51a

j21rt1j o5
j51a

j21rt1j

Raw Residual Raw Residual Raw Residual
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

pt 2 dt 2.3742** 2.3017*** 2.6219*** 2.2537*** 2.8204*** 2.1670*

(.1481) (.0959) (.2018) (.0903) (.2125) (.0982)
R 2 (%) 10 10 28 13 48 10
Adjusted R 2 (%) 10 9 27 13 48 10
15 Results are sim
in app. B). The R 2 o
cast error predictor.
ferent samples (i.e.,
December of 1982
Using the same sam
ilar if we proxy for LTG n
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Note.—This table examines why the price-dividend ratio (pt 2 dt) predicts stock market
returns. We proceed in two steps. In the first step, we regress realized returns rt1k at the 1-, 3-,
and 5-year horizons (k 5 1, 3, 5) on 1-year revisions in long-term growth in earnings occur-
ring between t 1 1 and t 1 k (i.e., ΔLTGt11 throughΔLTGt1k) and long-term forecast errors
occurring between t 1 1 and t 1 k (i.e., Δ5et11 2 LTGt24 through Δ5et1k 2 LTGt1k25), pre-
sented in table B.7. We generate return residuals ~rt1k from these first-stage regressions. In
the second step, we use pt 2 dt to predict rt1k in cols. 1, 3, and 5 and ~rt1k in cols. 2, 4, and 6.
Except for ΔLTGt, all variables are standardized. Intercepts are not shown. The sample pe-
riod is 1985:12–2015:12. Newey-West (1987) standard errors are in parentheses (with 12 lags
in cols. 1–2, 36 lags in cols. 3–4, and 60 lags in cols. 5–6).

* Significant at the 10% level.
** Significant at the 5% level.
*** Significant at the 1% level.
table B.8,
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ed in dif-
ther than
LTGt24).
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regressors to predict the firm’s stock returns over the next 5 years. Col-
umn 3 uses the errors fitted in column 1 as instruments to predict re-
turns.16 In line with table 4, in column 4 we control for the firm’s price-
dividend ratio (restricting to the observations where dividends are paid),
and in column5we control for the price-earnings ratio (using observations
TABLE 6
Firm-Level Results

Δ5ei,t15/
52LTGi,t o5

j51a
j21ri,t1j o5

j51a
j21ri,t1j o5

j51a
j21ri,t1jo5

j51a
j21ri,t1j o5

j51a
j21ri,t1j

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

ΔLTGi,t 2.3286*** 2.1774***

(.0246) (.0409)
ΔLTGi,t21 2.3638*** 2.2162***

(.0252) (.0446)dΔ5ei,t15=5 2 LTGt .5757*** .3688*** .4869*** .4702***

(.0923) (.0581) (.1057) (.0922)
pi,t 2 di,t 2.4498***

(.1113)
pi,t 2 ei,t 2.2962***

(.0676)
Observations 371,525 371,525 371,525 259,727 371,525 268,156
Adjusted R 2 (%) 4 1 3 3
Kleibergen-Paap
F -statistic . . . . . . 107.3 . . . . . . 182.6

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Instrument . . . . . . LTGi,t21,

ΔLTGi,t

. . . . . . LTGi,t21,
ΔLTGi,t
16 Following Bor
IBES Unadjusted U
exchanges (i.e., th
[AMEX], andNASD
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e New Yo
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tory Tape
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Note.—We present firm-level regressions for all US firms in the IBES sample. We define
firm-level forecast errors as the difference between (a) the growth in firm i’s earnings per
share between year t and t 1 5, Δ5ei,t15=5, and (b) the expected long-term growth in firm i’s
earnings, LTGi,t. In col. 1, we perform an OLS regression of the error in forecasting the 5-
year earnings growth on (a) the 1-year revision of the forecast for a firm’s long-term earn-
ings growth, ΔLTGi,t and (b) the lagged forecast LTGi,t21. In col. 2, we perform an OLS re-
gression of the discounted cumulative (log) return for firm i between years t and t 1 5,
o5

j51a
j21ri,t1j , on the same two independent variables. In col. 3, we perform an IV regression

of stock returns, o5
j51a

j21ri,t1j , on the forecast errors fitted in col. 1. In cols. 4 and 5, we per-
form an OLS regression of 5-year returns, o5

j51a
j21ri,t1j , on the forecast errors fitted in col. 1

and controlling for the price-dividend ratio in col. 4 (for observations with positive divi-
dends) and the price-earnings ratio in col. 5 (for observations with positive earnings). In
col. 6, we return to the benchmark specification in col. 3 but exclude from the sample the
years 1998–2002 and 2007–9. Except for ΔLTGi,t, all variables are standardized. Regressions
include time and firm fixed effects, which we do not report. Except in col. 6, the sample
period is 1982:12–2015:12. We report Driscoll-Kraay standard errors with autocorrelation
of up to 60 lags.

*** Significant at the 1% level.
tocks in the
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with positive earnings). To assess the role of the episodes in our data with
the greatest returns, in column 6 we exclude the years 1998–2002 and
2007–9.
Column 1 again shows strong evidence of overreaction. Upward firm-

level LTGi,t revisions predict future disappointment (negative forecast er-
rors), and the same does a high lagged forecast LTGi,t21, in line with the
aggregate results. Column 2 confirms, at the firm level, the result on re-
turn predictability: higher firm-level forecast revisions ΔLTGi,t and lagged
forecast LTGi,t21 are associated with sharply lower returns. The R 2 in col-
umn 2 is lower than that for the aggregate market, perhaps because there
are many sources of idiosyncratic and unpredictable variation in firm-level
returns. Still, coefficient magnitudes are sizable: a 1–standard deviation–
higher forecast revision (equal to 0.53) or lagged forecast (equal to 1) is
followed by a 0.09 (0.22)–standard deviation–lower return at the firm level.
Column 3 confirms the direct link between predictable disappoint-

ment and predictable returns: periods in which beliefs about a firm are
overpessimistic (overoptimistic), in the sense that they are systematically
followed by earnings growth predictably above (below) expectations, are
also periods in which the firm’s stock return is higher (lower). Columns 4
and 5 show that the results are robust to controlling for the price-dividend
ratio (for the observations that pay dividends) and the price-earnings
ratio, providing further evidence that LTG is not inferred from prices. In
column 6, we exclude the years of the internet bubble and the financial
crisis: our results are not driven by the episodes with largest returns in
the data.17

In sum,measured expectations display strong overreaction to news and
boom-bust stock price dynamics: good news leads to excessive optimism,
which is associated with an inflated stock price and a future price reversal
when overoptimism is disappointed. The same mechanism operates for
both the aggregate market and individual firms, indicating its generality.
IV. Return Predictability in the Cross Section
Decades of asset-pricing researchhave unveiledpuzzling differences in av-
erage returns across stocks grouped on the basis of observed characteris-
tics such as the book-to-market ratio, profitability, and so on. Such predict-
ability is systematic. For instance, high-book-to-market stocks tend to do
poorly together, compared to low-book-to-market stocks, and likewise for
other characteristics (Fama and French 1993). Some scholars view such
cross-sectional return predictability as reflecting differential exposure to
systematic risk factors (Fama and French 1993; Cochrane 2011). Other
17 In app. B, we extend the results of table 6 by predicting returns at a 3-year horizon
(table B.9) as well as by instrumenting revisions by using fundamental growth (table B.10).
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scholars argue instead that it reflects systematic psychological factors (DeLong
et al. 1990a, 1990b; Lakonishok, Shleifer, andVishny 1994; Kozak,Nagel, and
Santosh 2018).
Expectations data allow us to empirically assess this debate. We just

showed that expectations about aggregate long-term earnings growth, LTGt,
capture systematic overreaction in market beliefs. Can such systematic
overreaction also shed light on the comovement of returns in the cross
section? In section IV.A, we address this question by focusing on the cross-
sectional return spread between high- and low-LTG firms (La Porta 1996).
Section IV.B broadens the analysis to consider the returns of Fama-French
(1993) factors.
A. LTG and Time Variation in the LTG Spread
La Porta (1996) showed that firms in the top LTG decile have predictably
lower stock returns than firms in the bottom LTG decile. Bordalo et al.
(2019) show that a model in which beliefs about a firm’s long-term earn-
ings growth overreact can account for this finding. Here we ask a new
question: Do the returns of stocks in the top or bottom LTG decile comove
with aggregate LTGt, causing systematic variation in the LTG cross-sectional
spread? Addressing this question is a key first step to understanding whether
systematic belief biases shape cross-sectional mispricing.
To make progress, in table 7 we regress the 5-year log return of port-

folios of stocks sorted by LTG on our proxies for aggregate overoptimism,
namely, the forecast revision ΔLTGt and the lagged forecast LTGt21. We
also add the contemporaneous market return, which captures the capital
asset-pricing model (CAPM) comovement on the basis of fundamental
risk exposure. Column 1 reports the regression results for the low-LTG
(LLTG) portfolio, defined as the bottom decile of stocks on the basis of
their median LTG. Column 2 presents the same regression for the high-
LTG (HLTG) portfolio, defined as the top decile of stocks on the basis
of their median LTG. Column 3 estimates the same model for the return
on the low-minus-high-LTG portfolio. We call this portfolio “pessimism
minus optimism” LTG, or PMO, adopting the Fama-French convention of
forming a portfolio whose long arm is the group of firms earning a higher
average return, LLTG in our case. Columns 4–7 add to column 3 regres-
sions the three conventional proxies for discount rates.
There is a strong systematic variation in the LTG spread. HLTG stocks

appear to do worse in bad times than LLTG stocks (the PMO return loads
negatively on themarket).18 Thus, the LTG spread cannot be explained by
18 The market loading of the PMO portfolio is not the difference between the LLTG
loading in col. 1 and the HLTG loading in col. 2, because the variables are standardized
and LLTG has lower variance than HLTG.
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the fact that LLTG stocks are riskier in the standard CAPM sense. A more
promising avenue is to look at the LTGt proxies: HLTG stocks are more
exposed to waves of aggregate optimism, compared to LLTG stocks. In
columns 1 and 2, good news about long-term earnings growth, reflected
in high LTGt revisions, is followed by higher returns for LLTG stocks and
lower returns for HLTG stocks. The same holds when the lagged forecast
LTGt21 is high. Thus, in column 3, the PMO spread is higher after periods
of aggregate optimism, as a result of the good performance of LLTG stocks,
the long arm of the portfolio, and the poor performance of HLTG stocks,
the short arm of the portfolio.
The specification in column 3 accounts for 69% of the time variation

in the LTG spread, compared to only 38% of the market return alone.
Measures of discount rates play no role in explaining the data (see cols. 4–
6). Furthermore, the magnitude of the PMO spread explained by aggre-
gate expectations is very significant: relative to a long-term average of
5.5% per year, the spread increases to 23.5% per year as LTGt21 goes from
TABLE 7
Market Return and LTG Portfolio Returns

Dependent Variable: (Log) 5-Year Return

LLTG HLTG
PMO

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

ΔLTGt .2200* 2.7177*** .6550*** .5952*** .5844*** .7051*** .6963***

(.1128) (.1545) (.1340) (.1301) (.1337) (.2046) (.1417)
LTGt21 .2428* 2.4452*** .4355*** .3968*** .3816*** .3508*** .5079***

(.1356) (.0774) (.0963) (.0877) (.0893) (.0668) (.0661)
ln(Mktt,t15) .9399*** .5406*** 2.1900*** 2.1808*** 2.2542*** 2.1769 2.3464***

(.0995) (.0793) (.0713) (.0677) (.0954) (.1576) (.0642)
Xt .1149 .1274* .0086 2.2800***

(.0705) (.0759) (.1154) (.0808)
Observations 397 397 397 397 133 193 397
Adjusted R 2 (%) 78 84 69 71 71 73 75
X t spct cayt SVIX2

t pt 2 dt
Note.—We predict the return for portfolios formed by the forecast for long-term growth
in earnings for firm i, LTGi,t using expectations about earnings growth for the market. On
each month between December 1982 and December 2015, we form decile portfolios based
on LTGi,t and report regression results for the 5-year cumulative (log) returns on (a) the low-
est decile (LLTG) in col. 1, (b) the highest decile (HLTG) in col. 2, and (c) the difference
between the two (PMO 5 LLTG 2 HLTG) in cols. 3–7. The independent variables are
(a) the 1-year forecast revision for long-term growth in aggregate earnings, ΔLTGt, (b) the
1-year lagged forecast, LTGt21, (c) the (log) 5-year return of the CRSP (Center for Research
in Security Prices) value-weighted index between t and t 1 5, lnðMktt,t15Þ, (d) the Campbell
and Cochrane (1999) surplus-consumption ratio, spct, in col. 4, (e) the Lettau and Lud-
vigson (2001) consumption-wealth ratio, cayt, in col. 5, (f) theMartin (2017) expected return
on the market SVIXt

2 in col. 6, and (f) the price-dividend ratio, pt 2 dt, in col. 7. Except for
ΔLTGt, variables are standardized. Intercepts are not shown. The sample period is 1982:12–
2015:12. Newey-West (1987) standard errors are in parentheses (with 60 lags).

* Significant at the 10% level.
*** Significant at the 1% level.
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its average of 12.2% to 15.5% (a 2–standard deviations increase). This sug-
gests that the average aggregate LTG captures some level of overoptimism,
corresponding to the overvaluation of the HLTG firms.19

To study how aggregate optimism can create cross-sectional comove-
ment, we introduce firm heterogeneity into our model. For simplicity,
we abstract from intangible news by setting ht 5 0, but this is not critical
(see n. 21). Each firm i exhibits AR(1) dividend growth:

gi,t11 5 mgi,t 1 vi,t : (9)

As in equation (6), expected growth at horizon s ≥ 1 for firm i is believed
to be

~Et gi,t1sð Þ 5 Et gi,t1sð Þ 1 ms21ei,t: (10)

The firm-specific belief distortion continues to follow an AR(1) process,
ei,t 5 rei,t21 1 ui,t , with persistence r ∈ ½0, 1�, where ui,t is a firm-level expec-
tations shock.
As in standard cross-sectional asset pricing, firm-level and aggregate

shocks are connected. The firm-level fundamental shock is the product
vi,t 5 vi � vt of the aggregate fundamental shock vt and a parameter
vi > 0 capturing the firm’s exposure to it. This is the standard CAPM ex-
posure to fundamental risk, which varies across firms. Similarly, the firm-
level expectations shock ui,t can be written as the aggregate expectation
shock ut times a firm-specific exposure to it. Think of it as a firm-specific
degree of belief overreaction vi, so that ui,t 5 vi � vt . This key new aspect
creates differential exposure of firms to aggregate optimism and pessi-
mism.20 The firm-level belief distortion is then proportional to the aggre-
gate one, ei,t 5 ðvi=vÞet .
A firmmay be more exposed to aggregate optimism because it belongs

to the “hot” sector of the moment or because it is similar enough to firms
in such sectors (as in Bordalo et al. 2021). For instance, optimism about
the aggregate market may be due to the rapid growth of some high-tech
firms. Such optimism may contaminate other high-tech firms because of
higher fundamentals (high vi) but also because of mere similarity, which
increases vi for given vi. The distinction between these two effects is key
for understanding returns. To see why, note that using equations (1), (9),
19 The results of table 7 holdwhen the contemporaneous price-dividend ratio is controlled
for (table C.1, in app. C) and at a 3-year horizon (table C.2, panel A). Bordalo et al. (2019)
show that the average (value-weighted) PMO at a 1-year horizon is 6.4%, similar to 5.5% in
table 7. We use value-weighted portfolios because of our focus on the S&P 500 index.

20 The assumption that firms’ fundamentals and beliefs perfectly comove with the mar-
ket makes the model tractable. Appendix A shows that this assumption is not necessary.
Enriching the model with idiosyncratic fundamental shocks would yield the additional im-
plication that the LTG spread reflects also the overreaction of HLTG firms to good firm-
level fundamental news, as in Bordalo et al. (2019), not only the average degree of maker
overoptimism et.
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and (10) we can show (see app. A) that the realized return for firm i is
given by

ri,t11 2 ri 5
vi 1 avi

1 1 av

� �
rt11 2 rð Þ 2 1 2 ar

1 2 a

� �
vi 2 vvi

v 1 av2

� �
et , (11)

where v is market overreaction and ri is the firm-specific required return,
while rt11 2 r is the realizedmarket return in excess of the required one.21

The firm’s realized return depends on the excess market return rt11 2 r
and on past excess optimism et, according to firm-specific coefficients. If
a firm’s exposure to aggregate optimism is shaped only by its exposure to
market fundamentals, vi 5 vvi, the model boils down to the CAPM. The
return of firm i loads with coefficient vi on the market return, which is
the only source of comovement. Even though the aggregate market dis-
plays excess volatility and return predictability, the cross section is cor-
rectly priced in terms of market exposure. Thus, the case vi 5 vvi cannot
explain table 7.
If instead firms overreactmore or less than warranted by their exposure

to fundamentals, vi ≠ vvi , the CAPM breaks down. Now the realized mar-
ket return captures the firm’s reaction to current aggregate shocks, while
aggregate excess optimism et captures the firm’s relative overreaction to
past shocks. Firms that overreact more than the average, vi 2 vvi > 0, ex-
hibit a stronger comovement with the market, because of stronger over-
reaction to current news vt11. Critically, they are also more inflated during
periods of high aggregate optimism et. Thus, they exhibit stronger rever-
sals in the future, in beliefs and in returns. The reverse holds for firms that
overreact less than the average firm, vi 2 vvi < 0.22

We can examine whether this mechanism is at play by considering fore-
cast errors. In our model, the belief distortion for firm i (which is inversely
related to the forecast error) is given by

ei,t 5
vi

v
et : (12)

Excess optimism ei,t about firm i at time t is proportional to aggregate
excess optimism et, with a proportionality coefficient that increases in the
extent vi to which beliefs about firm i overreact compared to beliefs about
the market v.
Denote by (vH, vH) the exposure to fundamental risk and to belief over-

reaction of high-LTG firms and by (vL, vL) the exposures of low-LTG ones.
We obtain the following result.
21 Appendix A shows that under our assumptions, if investors have mean variance pref-
erences and are naïve about et, the required return rt can be endogenized and is deter-
mined as in the CAPM: ri 5 rf 1 viðr 2 rfÞ.

22 Intangible news simply adds to eq. (11) a third factor capturing news ht11. For simplic-
ity, we omit this factor.
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Prediction 2. The beliefs about LLTG firms overreact to aggregate
news less than those about HLTG firms, vL < vH, if and only if forecast er-
rors in earnings growth for the PMO portfolio are positively predicted by
the current revision ΔLTGt and the lagged forecast LTGt21. If vL < vH and
in addition the two portfolios are similarly exposed to fundamental risk,
vL ≈ vH, the same LTG proxies predict a higher PMO spread.
We can thus assess whether high-LTG firms overreact more than low-

LTG ones, vL < vH, by testing whether high-LTG firms disappoint more than
low-LTG ones after periods of aggregate optimism. If so, the PMO spread
should widen after periods of high aggregate optimism, as in table 7. Ag-
gregate overreaction appears to drive the behavior of cross-sectional re-
turns and errors.
Table 8 studies forecast errors. Column 1 regresses the forecast errors

for 5-years-ahead earnings growth for the LLTG portfolio on the current
forecast revision ΔLTGt and lagged forecast LTGt21. Column 2 does the
same for the HLTG portfolio and column 3 for the PMO portfolio.
The results point to stronger overreaction to aggregate news for HLTG

than for LLTG firms, vH > vL. Higher aggregate forecast revisions ΔLTGt
TABLE 8
Forecast Errors of LTG Portfolios (N 5 397)

Dependent Variable:

5-Year Forecast Error

LLTG HLTG PMO
(1) (2) (3)

ΔLTGt 2.1997 2.7937*** .7367***

(.1608) (.1791) (.1451)
LTGt21 2.0302 2.7374*** .7549***

(.1894) (.0691) (.1145)
Adjusted R2 (%) 1 56 57
Note.—This table predicts forecast errors for portfolios formed on the
basis of expected long-term growth in earnings for firm i, LTGi,t, using be-
liefs about aggregate earnings growth. On each month between December
1982 and December 2015, we form decile portfolios based on LTGi,t and
report regressions for the forecast errors in predicting earnings growth be-
tween t and t 1 5 of the following three portfolios: (a) the lowest decile
(LLTG) in col. 1, (b) the highest decile (HLTG) in col. 2, and (c) the dif-
ference between the two (PMO 5 LLTG 2 HLTG) in col. 3. We define
portfolio errors as the mean forecast error of the firms in the relevant
LTG portfolio, i.e., the time-t average difference between (1) the annual
growth in firm i’s earnings per share between years t and t 1 5, Δ5ei,t15=5,
and (2) the expected long-term growth in firm i’s earnings, LTGi,t. The in-
dependent variables are (a) the 1-year forecast revision for aggregate earn-
ings, ΔLTGt, and (b) the lagged 1-year forecast, LTGt21. Except for ΔLTGt,
variables are standardized. Intercepts are not shown. The sample period is
1982:12–2015:12. We adjust standard errors for serial correlation using the
Newey-West (1987) correction (with 60 lags).

*** Significant at the 1% level.
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directionally predict belief disappointment in the LLTG portfolio (col. 1)
but even stronger disappointment in the HLTG portfolio (col. 2). Like-
wise, a higher lagged forecast LTGt21 predicts disappointment for the
HLTG portfolio but not for the LLTG one. As a result of these patterns,
the PMOLTGportfolio exhibits systematically positive earnings growth sur-
prises after periods of aggregate optimism, captured by the positive coeffi-
cients in column3.These positive surprises reflect lower disappointment in
the long arm of the portfolio, LLTG, compared to the short arm, HLTG.23

We can connect tables 7 and 8 using our model. The positive predict-
ability of PMO forecast errors in table 7 points to excess pessimism about
LLTG firms, compared to HLTG ones, in good times, vH 2 vL > 0. The
positive predictability of PMO returns in table 7 suggests that in the same
good times LLTG firms are undervalued compared to HLTG ones, vH 2
vL > vðvH 2 vLÞ. The two conditions are met if the fundamental exposure
ofHLTGfirms is notmuch larger than that of LLTGfirms. In fact, the two
conditions are identical if these firms are similarly exposed, vH 2 vL ≈ 0.
In this case, tables 7 and 8 are two sides of the same coin.24 Here we do
not try to measure the exposures of HLTG and of LLTG firms to funda-
mental risk, but the message is clear. Differential overreaction of firms to
aggregate news offers a parsimonious account of comovement of forecast
errors and returns in the cross section, even absent any differential expo-
sure to aggregate risk. This approach is able to account for the PMO spread
and once again underscores the importance of using beliefs as predictors
of returns.
B. LTG and the Fama-French Risk Factors
In a series of influential papers, Fama and French (1993, 2015) show that,
over and beyond the standard market factor, cross-sectional spreads and
return comovement are to a large extent explained by other return factors
constructed using firm characteristics, such as book-to-market ratio, size,
profitability, and investment. The efficient-markets explanation for these
23 In table 8, we focus on predictability at the 5-year horizon to match table 7. The results
are robust to shorter horizons (table C.2, panel B, in app. C). Bordalo et al. (2019) docu-
ment that average forecast errors of portfolios with high vs. low LTG at the 1-year horizon
are positive. The results are also robust to the prediction of value-weighted, as opposed to
equal-weighted, forecast errors (table C.3).

24 Note also that, in table 7, the return of the PMO portfolio loads negatively on the mar-
ket factor. Equation (11) accounts for this fact, provided that aðvH 2 vLÞ > vL 2 vH. Similar
fundamental exposure by high- and low-LTG firms, vH 2 vL ≈ 0, guarantees this result as
well. When vH 2 vL ≈ 0, our model reconciles tables 7 and 8, and furthermore the PMO
spread is entirely due to overreaction. In this case, the contemporaneous market return
in table 6 captures the excess overreaction of HLTG stocks to contemporaneous news,
whereas the beginning-of-period LTG proxies capture the excess overreaction of the same
firms to past news. Compared to LLTG firms, contemporaneous overreaction drives up the
return of HLTG firms, while disappointment of past overreaction drives it down.
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findings is that these factors reflect sources of risk to which firms are dif-
ferentially exposed. Attempts to directly measure these risks have, how-
ever, proved elusive, leading some researchers to argue that these factors
can at least in part capture relative undervaluation of stocks in the long arm
of the factor-return portfolio due to systematic belief biases (Lakonishok,
Shleifer, and Vishny 1994). Our previous analysis of the LTG spread sug-
gests that aggregate expectations LTGt can be regarded as a proxy for such
systematic biases. This raises the question of whether this proxy, in line with
the logic of equation (11), can shed light on the Fama-French factors.
We conclude by showing that this connection may be promising. Ta-

ble 9 regresses the 5-year returns (panel A) and forecast errors (panel B)
of the Fama-French (2015) factor portfolios—book-to-market ratio (high
minus low [HML BM]), profitability (robust minus weak [RMW]), invest-
ment (conservative minus aggressive [CMA]), and size (small minus big
[SMB])—on our measures of aggregate excess optimism: the aggregate
LTGt revision and lagged forecast LTGt21. For returns, we also use the con-
temporaneous market return as a control.
The coefficients on the LTGproxies in the return regression are all pos-

itive, suggesting that part of the cross-sectional return differentials indeed
reflects undervaluation of the long arm of the portfolio during times of
aggregate optimism (compared to the short arm). The explanatory power
of LTG is high: using the market factor alone accounts for only 0.35% of
the HML BM return, 25% of the RMW return, 13% of the CMA return,
and 40% of the SMB return (see table C.6, in app. C). Aggregate optimism
helps explain cross-sectional comovement.25

In line with the analysis of the PMO spread, we next ask whether co-
movement is due to belief overreaction that is weaker for stocks in the
long arm of the portfolio than for those in the short arm. To address this
question, in panel B we study forecast error predictability. Consider the
HML BM portfolio in column 1. Higher aggregate optimism predicts pos-
itive surprises (less belief disappointment) in long-term earnings growth
for high-BM stocks, compared to low-BM ones. This points to weaker over-
reaction for high-BM stocks compared to low-BM ones, vHBM < vLBM. The
undervaluation of high-BM stocks during periods of aggregate optimism
in panel A can thus reflect their weaker overreaction. The mechanisms for
the PMO LTG and HML BM return spreads are similar.
25 The predictive power of LTGt in panel A is robust to a shorter, 3-year horizon (ta-
ble C.4, in app. C) as well as to including proxies for required returns. In particular, in
the spirit of Lettau and Ludvigson (2001), we can include in the regression cay alone and
cay interacted with the contemporaneous market return (table C.5). This causes the LTG re-
vision to be insignificant in the RMW regression but modestly improves the regression R 2,
which becomes 70% for HML, 35% for RMW (for which cay is itself insignificant), 66% for
CMA, and 66% for SMB.
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The same message holds for the RMW and CMA factors: columns 2
and 3 in panel B show that, after times of aggregate optimism, firms that
are highly profitable and invest conservatively exhibit less belief disap-
pointment than firms that are less profitable and invest aggressively, re-
spectively. This is also consistent with the fact that, during the same times,
profitable or conservative firms are relatively undervalued, as captured by
columns 2 and 3 in panel A. In terms of proposition 2 and equation (11),
the weaker overreaction of the portfolios’ long arms (panel B) and their
relative undervaluation (panel A) can be jointly explained if the short arm
TABLE 9
Predictability of Factor Returns and Forecast Errors (N 5 397)

HML RMW CMA SMB
(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Returns and Forecasts about Growth
(Dependent Variable: 5-Year (log) Return

ΔLTGt .9650*** .3642** .9260*** .3074
(.1410) (.1819) (.2579) (.1914)

LTGt21 .9025*** .2115 .6732*** .5340***

(.1197) (.1892) (.1377) (.0962)
ln(Mktt,t15) .4189*** 2.3736** .0344 2.4179***

(.1462) (.1745) (.1681) (.1037)
Adjusted R 2 (%) 62 30 52 59

B. Forecast Errors and Forecasts about Growth
(Dependent Variable: 5-Year Forecast Error)

ΔLTGt .2283** .5046** .4345** 2.4695***

(.1144) (.2049) (.1948) (.1663)
LTGt21 .3320*** .3279*** .2985** 2.2408*

(.0926) (.0992) (.1494) (.1289)
Adjusted R 2 (%) 16 6 14 10
Note.—This table links beliefs about growth in earnings to Fama-French factor returns
(panel A) and forecast errors (panel B). The dependent variables in panel A are the com-
pounded (log) return between years t and t 1 5 of the following four factors: (a) high minus
low book-tomarket ratio (HML) in col. 1, (b) robust minus weak profitability (RMW) in col. 2,
(c) conservative minus aggressive investment (CMA) in col. 3, and (d) small minus big size
(SMB) in col. 4. The dependent variables in panel B are the forecast errors in predicting
the growth in earnings between t and t 1 5 for the HML, RMW, CMA, and SMB portfolios.
We define portfolio errors as the mean forecast error of the firms in the relevant LTG port-
folio, i.e., the time-t average difference between (1) the annual growth in firm i’s earnings
per share between years t and t 1 5, Δ5ei,t15=5, and (2) the expected long-term growth in
firm i’s earnings, ΔLTGi,t. In panel A, the independent variables are (a) the 1-year revision
in aggregate earnings growth forecast, ΔLTGt, (b) the 1-year lagged forecast, LTGt21, (c) the
(log) 5-year return of the CRSP value-weighted index between t and t 1 5, lnðMktt,t15Þ. In
panel B, the independent variables are ΔLTGt and LTGt21. Except for ΔLTGt, variables
are standardized. Intercepts are not shown. The sample period is 1982:12–2015:12. We
adjust standard errors for serial correlation using the Newey-West (1987) correction (with
60 lags).

* Significant at the 10% level.
** Significant at the 5% level.
*** Significant at the 1% level.
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of the portfolio is not much more exposed to fundamental risk than the
long arm, as in the case of the PMO LTG spread.26

The findings for the SMB factor are not as clear. In panel B, small firms
experience sharper belief disappointment than big firms, suggesting that
vS > vB, and yet they appear to be undervalued, compared to big firmsdur-
ing times of excess optimism (col. 4, panel A). There is no direct connec-
tion between return and forecast error predictability for the size factor.
Equation (11) is consistent with the results in table 9 if small firms are suf-
ficiently more exposed to fundamental risk than large firms vS > vB. Small
firms may then be undervalued in good times because they display small
overreaction compared to their market exposure, vS 2 vvS < vB 2 vvB, and
yet disappoint after good times because they display larger absolute over-
reaction, vS > vB.27 The SMB factor is not easily accommodated by our
model.
Overall, our results bring together return predictability for the ag-

gregate stock market and for the cross section in terms of a common
mechanism of overreacting expectations. High aggregate LTG captures
overvaluation of stocks in the aggregate but particularly stocks with low
book-to-market ratio, low profitability, and aggressive investing, which
overreactmore to aggregate conditions. Such overvaluation leads to lower
subsequent returns, both for the market and for firms with those charac-
teristics. Overoptimism acts similarly to lower risk aversion, if the short
arms of the factors were indeed riskier along the lines of Fama and French
(1993).28 But the expectations approach goes farther: it explains that over-
optimism arises in response to news, that forecast errors about factors are
systematically predictable from aggregate optimism, and that those pre-
dictable errors, in turn, help explain factor returns.
26 According to eq. (11), the nonnegative loadings on the market factor for HML BM
and CMA in panel A additionally require a sufficiently stronger exposure to fundamentals
of the long arm of the portfolio, compared to the short arm.

27 Specifically, one needs that 0 < vS 2 vB < max½vðvS 2 vBÞ, ðvB 2 vSÞ=a�.
28 There is little evidence that this is the case in terms of market beta and volatility, either

for HML (La Porta et al. 1997) or for PMO (Bordalo et al. 2019). In app. C, we show that
high-beta stocks are also more exposed to aggregate overreaction, which helps explain
their underperformance (table C.7). However, recent work has shown that the standard
risk factors load on stocks whose cash flows are relatively more concentrated in the short
term and for which long-term growth expectations are also lower (Weber 2018; Gormsen
and Lazarus 2023). Gormsen and Lazarus (2023) propose aversion to short-term cash flow
variation as a risk-based explanation for these factors’ average returns. The fact that returns
on the factors are (partially) linked to errors in long-term growth forecasts, which are in
turn predictable from fundamental aggregate shocks, helps explain the negative correla-
tion between market returns and factor returns documented in Gormsen (2021), under
the unifying mechanism of overreacting expectations. We leave it to future work to evalu-
ate in a systematic way the ability of overreacting beliefs to account for conventional cross-
sectional return anomalies.
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V. Conclusion
Measured overreaction in expectations of long-term fundamentals emerges
as a credible mechanism behind leading aggregate and cross-sectional stock
market puzzles, even assuming that required returns are constant in the
time series and in the cross section and assuming no price extrapolation.
Good news causes investors to become too optimistic about long-term fun-
damentals of the average firm or of particular firms. This inflates both the
market and individual firm valuations, leading to predictably low future
returns, in absolute terms or compared to other firms, as earnings expec-
tations are disappointed. The mechanism is empirically confirmed by the
joint predictability of returns and forecast errors, in both the aggregate
market and the cross section.
A skeptic may argue that measured long-term expectations surrepti-

tiously incorporate variation in discount rates. We consider this possibil-
ity but do not find support for it. In particular, beliefs about long-term
growth have remarkable predictive power for aggregate returns evenwhen
we control for leading proxies for required returns and for the price-
dividend ratio. At the firm level, these beliefs predict a firm’s future return
even after introduction of time fixed effects, which controls for common
shocks to required returns. Finally, revisions in measured beliefs are in good
part driven by earnings news and not by past stock returns or expected stock
returns. These results further strengthen our overreacting-expectations
interpretation of the evidence.
Cochrane (2001) writes about the possibility that price movements

may reflect irrational exuberance (Shiller 2000), “Perhaps, but is it just
a coincidence that this exuberance comes at the top of an unprecedented
economic expansion, a time when the average investor is surely feeling
less risk averse than ever, and willing to hold stocks despite historically
low risk premia?” Our analysis shows that this fact is not a coincidence
but obtains for a different reason: at the top of an unprecedented expan-
sion, the average investor is more optimistic, rather than less risk averse.
This possibility is also confirmed by growing evidence from survey ex-
pectations of managers, professional forecasters, and individual investors
(Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer 2022). The data suggest that belief over-
reaction holds significant promise for explaining many macrofinancial
puzzles.
Data Availability
Code, publicly available data, and information about obtaining the pro-
prietary data required for replicating the tables and figures in this article
can be found in Bordalo et al. (2023), in the Harvard Dataverse, https://doi
.org/10.7910/DVN/WN1FE1.

https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/WN1FE1
https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/WN1FE1
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